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General Meeting
Schedule 2020
Dec. 2- Virtual
Presentation- DeSisti

Jan. 27, 2021- Virtual
REORGANIZATION
Presentation- JVC

Feb. 24- Virtual
Presentation- TelVue

Mar. 31- Virtual
Presentation- TBD

Apr. 28- TBD
Presentation- TBD

May 27- TBD
Presentation- RUSHWORKS

Jun. 24- TBD
Presentation- TBD

Sept. 29- TBD
Presentation - Varto

Oct. 27- TBD
Presentation- Cablecast

FOLLOW US ON:

Color You Turkey Contest
Artwork will be posted in next month’s newsletter.
Email a picture of your art to me at rjdesimone@verizon.net

Executive Committee

General Meeting Agenda

Bob Duthaler, President

P.O. Box 164, Metuchen, New Jersey 08840
Web Site: www.jagonline.org ⬧ E-mail: JAGinfo@jagonline.org
NJ Chapter of NATOA & Affiliate of the NJ League of Municipalities

GENERAL MEETING AGENDA – 12:12pm Start Time
Wednesday, December 2nd Phone #: (727) 731-9722

Join the online meeting: https://join.freeconferencecall.com/bduthaler
12:12-12:20 p.m. *Welcome*
➢ Call to Order & Additions to Agenda [Chair or vice chair if chair not available].
➢ Approve minutes of Oct. 2020 meeting [JAG Secretary or as designated by the president].
➢ Member Introductions [Roll-Call by Chair]
➢ Welcome new members [Membership Chair].
12:20p.m.- 12:50 p.m. *Discussion* Is Your Station Ready for A Second Wave?
➢ Future Topic Ideas
12:50-1:40pm *Presentation*
➢ DeSisti, Paul Distefano, Northeast Regional Sales Manager,
1:40pm-1:50pm *Committee Reports* Attached
➢ Standing Committee and Ad Hoc Participation/Members Update – Report from Vice President
Standing Committee Reports
o Ad Hoc Committee Reports
▪ Executive [Bob Duthaler Chair,
▪ Membership [Stephanie Gibbons Chair,
Dave Garb Vice Chair]
Darryl Love Vice Chair]
• Report Highlights and Questions
• Report Highlights and Questions
▪ Finance [Linda Besink Chair,
▪ Legislative [Dave Garb Chair]
Jeff Arban Vice Chair]
• Report Highlights and Questions
• Report Highlights and Questions
▪ JAG Awards [George Fairfield Chair
▪ Production [Lee Beckerman Chair,
Bob Nicholson Vice Chair]
Anthony Pagliuco, Vice Chair]
• Report Highlights and Questions
• Report Highlights and Questions
▪ Leadership Development [Dave Garb Chair,
▪ External Relations [Geoffrey Belinfante Chair,
Doug Seidel Vice Chair]
Dustin Dumas Vice Chair]
• Report Highlights and Questions
▪ Conference [TBD]
• Report Highlights and Questions
• CLOSED
1:50p.m.-2:00 p.m. *Continuing Business*
➢ Election for Board Trustees (5 seats)
o

2:00p.m.-2:15 p.m. *New Business*
➢ Discussion & Assistance: Who needs help?
➢ Other New Business
2:15 p.m. *Announcements/next meeting…. Adjournment*

Stay Safe! Stay Home!
Register for the JAG website by sending an email to bduthaler@jagonline.org
Look For Webinars and Ongoing Virtual Social Hang/Happy Hour Sessions throughout the Fall.
The next meeting is Wednesday, Jan 27th .
Details can be found in upcoming JAG Newsletter.
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WORKING UP A NEW BUDGET? NOT PRIORITIZING LIGHTING? THINK AGAIN…

Feature

By Paul Distefano, Northeast Regional Sales Manager, DeSisti
After graduation from college in 1984, I started my career as a sales rep for a NJ based video systems integrator and
reseller. The position for which I was hired was the NJ State Contract Sales Rep. In this position, I primarily dealt
with schools, state agencies, and local municipalities. I even dealt with some who, a few years later, became
founding members of the Jersey Access Group. Back then, some local municipality “channels” were well funded and
were quite sophisticated for the era. Some, on the other hand, were as basic as a community bulletin board being
driven by a simple CG. We’re talking a whopping eight colors and two fonts; upper and lower case being considered
separate fonts! Over the past 36 years, I guess you could say that things have changed drastically.
While there can still be a wide range in the level of sophistication of one municipality’s PEG organization compared to another, there
are some basic truths that I have learned while dealing with those folks during that time. First off, the budget allocated by the
municipality is never adequate for what you need. Furthermore, these inadequate budget allocations do not get to you very often.
They are usually few, and far between. Finally, no matter what the final budget ends up being, you are constantly expected to produce
more and more local content for your viewers, all at a quality which rivals what is broadcast at the network news level! Keeping this in
mind, as the personnel responsible for the operation of PEG stations, you need to think very hard about the money that you invest in
new production tools. I contend that a most cost-effective consideration, which all too often is NOT considered, is your lighting and
grip gear. I would submit that upgrading your lighting gear would be more economical, in the long run, than upgrading something like
your cameras.
In this digital age, new cameras are being released all the time, and with each new entry seemingly higher ISO’s, greater dynamic range
and lower noise. There are cameras with imaging sensors that are so light sensitive that users can shoot in conditions that would have
been considered impossible only a few years ago. But even with these advances, the easiest way to improve production quality is to
use effective lighting. You can push the “shoot in low, or existing, light” idea only so far. Let’s face it, the high sensitivity of your
camera is not going to hide unflattering light on skin tones. How often do you find yourselves shooting in a typical office building with
ugly green fluorescent lighting? By simply turning off those lights and adding two or three fixtures, you can make your subjects look
natural. With variable white fixtures, you can even take advantage of available natural light. Again, just a few fixtures, placed and
used correctly, gives you the control you need to get the best image from your camera.
Do not be afraid to take advantage of reflective white walls or ceilings……. or a reflector or bounce card. Just a few strategically placed
lights or bounce cards can really help if you cannot place a backlight where you would like. Such simple techniques can really help
separate your subject from their background. Just because you may be shooting an interview does not mean that you should sacrifice
production quality. By just paying a little more attention to your lighting, you can dramatically increase your production value and
create a little atmosphere in what could, otherwise, easily be considered a boring shot! This is all based on shooting in the field. By
bringing this concept into the studio, you can spend a little more time tweaking lights for your talent, subjects, simple set elements,
and backgrounds. Almost instantly, the quality of your content will be improved.
Cameras are a lot like cars. They depreciate and become obsolete much more quickly than we would like. However, your investment
in good lighting can be with you for much longer. The good news is that today’s lighting is almost completely maintenance free. In the
past, lighting fixtures needed lamp changing every 200 hours or so. If you wanted control, your maintenance costs were all in the
dimmers and heavy gauge AC cables that would need to be repaired and/or replaced often. With high quality LED fixtures, you can
expect to get about 50,000 hours of use before any degradation. So, we are looking at ten, or more, years before seeing any
appreciable drop in output. I would say that you are looking at getting about two to four years of professional use out of that camera.
I have also seen that what the typical PEG station shoots can be incredibly varied. I used the interview example above, but I know that
you are asked to shoot every possible type of subject, including musical or other types of entertainment, sometimes in an appropriate
venue, and sometimes in the local library. Fixtures available today not only allow you to match color temperatures for whites from
very warm to very cool, but also introduce full spectrum color, effects, etc., all in the same fixture. Think about it……. One fixture,
capable of lighting: a subject in a home and matching 2700K incandescent fixtures, in a studio along with 3200K tungsten lighting, in an
office building with 4000-4500K overhead fluorescent troffers, outdoors in natural daylight at 5600K, or an artist on a stage with all the
colors of the rainbow…… with effects, even!
Yes, there are lots of tools available to you for use in television production. But lighting and grip gear is the equipment that, if utilized
properly, will give you the greatest increase in production value and quality, the greatest flexibility in use, and the longest life in
comparison to some of those other tools. Allocating one year’s budget to improving your lighting could be an investment for which you
can reap the benefits for a decade or more. How many cameras do you think you will go through in ten years? The next time you
submit a budget to your municipality, we should talk.
I look forward to introducing the full line of DeSisti and Coemar LED lighting products to you at the December meeting. While I will
miss the opportunity to see you all again face-to-face, share a meal, and demonstrate our full line of Fresnels, softlights, cyc lights,
lekos, PARs, and LED lamp replacements in daylight, tungsten, variable white, and variable white + color…….. I still look forward to
seeing you all “virtually” and, as in the past, I hope to teach you something, answer your questions, and make you laugh, until we can
do it in person again!
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Committee Update

NJLM Videos
Lee Beckerman, Chair Production Committee

In the summer of 2019 JAG was approached by the NJ League of Municipalities about the possibility of
producing a series of videos promoting the 2020 NJ League Conference to send out as a series of
targeted virtual “hits” showcasing various aspects of the conference. After discussions with the
Executive Board, it was decided that the Production Committee would open discussion with the League
management to discuss the logistics of putting together the project. As Production Chair, I met with two
members of the League staff along with JAG President Bob Duthaler. The League was looking for a total
of six short videos. The first was a three to four-minute video covering the highlights of attending the
conference. Then there was a series of five thirty second to one minute videos highlighting various aspect of the
experience. These videos were:
• The Value of Attending
• The Value of Exhibiting
• Ease of Participation
• Networking
• The League Magazine
The League provided us with a brief outline of the content for each video, and a list of people to interview. The video was
set to be shot at the League Conference in November of 2019. We would have 3 days to cover pre-set events and conduct
twelve interviews on the convention floor. The shot list included B-roll footage from numerous events and conference
sessions. A schedule was created to make sure the crew was on the vendor floor of the conference at the busiest times, in
the hallways between sessions to capture the crowds moving from session to session, getting footage of events like the
Leadership Breakfast, the Governor’s Sessions and the Women’s Leadership Dinner. Also, accommodations were made
from Comcast to use their stage to get a high perch view of the conference floor.
On day one, we roamed the vendors floor looking for interesting angles and colorful motion shots with Joe Fernandes,
from Woodbridge, shooting with an Osmo gimbaled mini camera, (The world’s smallest Steady-cam) Bob Duthaler on a
Go-Pro, and myself shooting some DSLR footage and Directing, by which I mean trying to stay out of everyone’s shots. We
roamed the session rooms, popping in and out of crowded rooms getting short clips of presenters speaking and the crowd
listening as well as footage of participants swiping in and out of sessions and networking in the hallways. We had a League
generated list of must-get shots and we tried to knock off as many of these as possible on the first day. On day two we
began shooting the interviews. Gina Forbes, from Woodbridge, came to assist in setting up the interviews and micing the
talent using a wireless Sennheiser lavalier. Anthony Pagliuco, from East Brunswick, came with another Osmo for B-roll and
helped with the interviews as well. We also carried two flat panel LED lights with us. We decided to shoot the majority of
the interviews on the conference Vendors floor to take advantage of the colorful and busy looking backgrounds, that were
both visually interesting and added a sense of activity to the shots, hopefully lending a feeling of excitement. We were
only going to have a few minutes to set and shoot the interviews, so we wanted to be able to choose from multiple shot
possibilities quickly so everything wouldn’t look the same. The one exception was the video for the League Magazine
where they were looking for something more generic, and not associated with the conference. For those interviews we
chose to shoot against the tan and brown walls outside in the Convention Center hallways that were generic but added
some nice texture to the shots. We used a DSLR camera with a fixed 35mm lens for all the interviews, which added more
detail to the subjects, while leaving the backgrounds softer.
Interviews were scheduled precisely throughout the two days, most taking place between conference sessions. The crew
would set the shot as a representative from the League would wrangle the talent and deliver them to the correct location.
The interviews consisted of just a couple of targeted questions set to capture specific points for the video. The one
exception was that we did two longer interviews with the League President to use as a backbone for the piece. We
worked hard to eliminate rambling answers to avoid the post production nightmare of trying to pull a sound bite from
hours of footage. The respondents were very accommodating, and we mostly moved from interview to interview without
problems. Some interviews were back to back, which left very little time to re-set, so the process occasionally felt rushed,
but the crew and the League seemed to work very well together. Around the shooting of the interviews, we shot
additional B-roll on the floor and in the halls. At one-point Bob noticed a vendor on the floor flying their drone for a demo
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and he talked them into shooting some aerial shots of the vendor’s area, which became very valuable during post
production and took the place of the shots we got using Comcast’s stage for height.
The League also had a list of sessions and special events to be covered. This is where Anthony and his Osmo became the
hero of the day. He ran from session to session, working well into the night, covering dinners and awards ceremonies.
Meanwhile Gina and I stalked off to the far corners of the conference seeking out some final interviews that were not able
to be scheduled on the floor during the day. All in all, it was an exhausting few days, and we were glad when it was finally
over.
The videos were due in early spring, and as I was busy with other projects that fall, it wasn’t till mid-December when I got
time to start with post production. I collected all of the cards from the various cameras and began to log the footage. I
ordered them into categories based on for which videos I felt they would be useful. As the final videos would be
distributed at different times, we had discussed doing the larger video first and having the others be offshoots of that. I
had a good idea of what they were looking for from the pre-production meetings we had with the League over the
previous couple of months. I set it up to do a rough cut and send it to the League to view, so they could give input, and
revise the edits as needed. At this point, we did receive one significant snag. The longer interview we shot with the
League President had to be scrapped, because he had left the organization. I floated the idea of going to the League
Headquarters to shoot an interview with the new President, but they preferred not to. Somehow, we would have to let
the remaining interviews tell the whole story.
I did the first edit on paper, picking up specific quotes and an order, as well as some suggested shots, and sent them over
to editor Joe Fernandes. Joe took my notes and worked the video into a rough cut, adding additional footage as well as
effects, graphics and music. We tried not to do too many tweaks to the first cut, as we didn’t want to spend too much
time in case the League wanted major changes. Communication back and forth was slow, and it took some time to get
back with their changes. They had a bunch, and we changed interview orders around, added shots and concepts, changed
graphics and Joe added his magic and reworked the video through significant changes. The League had a good idea of
what they wanted, and we went back and forth on changes quite a few times, but I think overall, the dynamic worked
well. We worked around the missing interview, and I think in the end we got a video everyone was satisfied with.
We started producing the shorter videos, which were mostly offshoots of the first (except the Magazine video). To
compensate for the lost interview, I added a voiceover to a couple of them, starting with the ease of attending. I had my
assistant, Gina Forbes do a scratch track, a placeholder that the League could use to see what we were going for and to
tweak the writing. We went back and forth multiple times on the exact wording, and when we were done, they informed
me that they liked her reading, so Gina recorded the final version for the rest of the videos. All was going smoothly, and
we were well in line to finish the project on schedule….and then the pandemic hit.
I was out sick for the first couple of weeks of March and my office was working with a skeleton crew, so the project was
not able to move forward. Slowly we began to open more, and around the end of April, my editors began to be able to
work remotely from home. A problem we encountered was that the footage was on the server at the office, and in order
to edit, we still needed all the raw footage. We tried out several file transferring solutions, but in the end we just loaded
everything onto an external hard drive, and Joe was able to edit from home, and transfer the finished files from there. We
began once again to return to the process of us supplying the League with a rough cut, and the League sending their
comments to me. I would work out what I could on paper, and then relay the rough changes to Joe who would adjust the
edits. Gina recorded several other VO tracks in the studio, forwarded them and Joe laid them onto the timeline. The
process was slow, but effective. The final edit rolled out in mid-July. Unfortunately, like everything else, the League is
going virtual this year, so the videos were not used. Fortunately, the videos were specifically designed to be generic so
they are on target to be used next year.
The videos produced for the NJ League of Municipalities are available for viewing on the JAG website in the members only
section. This page is password protected and members in good standing need to contact the treasurer for access. These
videos are not to be copied or shared in any way and are the property on the NJ League of Municipalities.
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Committee Update

Social Media and Your Station
Doug Seidel, Social Media Manager, External Relations Committee

For those of you that do not know me, my name is Doug Seidel and I run the various social media
accounts for JAG. I am going to give a quick run down on what social media accounts you should
have and how to start using them to further the reach of your station. I think it is common
knowledge now that social media has become a big part of media today, just about every company
and public figure has a Twitter or Facebook account if not both.
The most obvious reason why you should have social media accounts for your station is because they are free.
Facebook, Instagram, Twitter, TikTok, and all the other accounts are free to sign up. I highly recommend signing
up for all of these and starting a profile, if for no other reason than making sure no one is using your name. I
also work at Piscataway Community TV and tried to get PCTV for a name on multiple sites, but it was already
taken. Since they are free, there really is not a reason not to reserve your digital space now on these sites. Now
that cost is out of the way, how about some more reasons to use social media? First it is great for advertising or
announcing things. For a station it is a resource to let your audience know when an event or program will be on.
Since you can update your account from your phone there is no
faster way to let viewers know if there is an issue, like the live
broadcast of a council meeting will be starting late. Next, it is a way
to interact with your audience. Access stations do not benefit from
Neilson ratings, so it is hard to know what people like or do not like.
If you post clips or promos for your shows on social media, you can
tell right away what people like and do not like. In fact, most social
media platforms have a button people can click that literally tells you
if they like something. This is where the social part of social media
comes into play. A word of caution, there are critics and trolls out
there and you should always be careful of how you reply on social
media because it is always there for all to see. Another great reason
for social media is the live streaming. Most of the younger
generation seems to be leaving cable and getting information and entertainment from sites like Facebook and
YouTube. Both sites allow you to stream live video. There are devices that can allow your cable broadcast to
stream right to social media or send your switcher/camera feed directly to your account. What once required
multiple cable access points or satellite dishes now only requires Internet access to send out a live event. Most
cablecast systems these days will also allow you to feed a live stream from social media to your cable channel as
well. Many of our stations have been doing this with the Governor’s COVID updates straight from his YouTube
channel.
Now we have a few reasons on why to use social media, but will
anyone see it and how do you build an audience? COVID has only
increased the amount of people using the Internet for various
reasons and this includes the older population. Let us be honest senior citizens make up most of our target audience and they are
a growing group on social media accounts. According to the Pew
Research Center, 4 in 10 seniors have smartphones now and if my
own grandmother is any example, they are using them to keep in
touch with family via Facebook. Short videos between shows and
community bulletin board announcements are a great start to let
your audience know about your new social media accounts.
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Joining Facebook groups and being social with other accounts are great ways to build your followers. You can
tag others in your posts to help grow followers too. For instance, if your station covers a ribbon cutting event
you can tag the business when you post the video. This way the business gets a notification and can share your
post, now all of their followers see your post and some will follow you. The goal is to get your audience to be
social. Try to start conversations and post about things that others will share. Information from your town,
funny memes (be careful with these if you are representing your town and not just your show/station) and your
videos are all great content to post about.
So, what are the best social media sites to be a part of? For the older audience
that seems to be Facebook. What started as a site for college students has been
losing the younger audience and gaining an older one. Instagram and TikTok are
more popular overall and especially with the younger audience. Instagram is a
great site for TV stations because it is built for sharing pictures or short videos.
TikTok is also for short videos, however it is made for more live than prerecorded.
YouTube is a free site to put your videos up on and can be accessed from
anywhere outside of your broadcast area. This has been a great resource for
Piscataway because the videos are easy to share from YouTube on various other
social media sites. YouTube also allows you to make a video private or unlisted,
this allows you to share privately with a client to approve your video before
posting online. Some of our stations are using social media now and are seeing
results. SOMA TV is having a lot of success expanding their audience on
Instagram. Princeton TV has a lot of great content on their Facebook page, and a
lot of their independent producers have their own accounts.
I hope this gives you a good overview of how you can start to use social media for
your station. From here it is a matter of discovering what type of posts your
followers react to and when the most of your followers are online to see them.
Next month we will take a look into how to use social media with some tips and
examples. Good luck jumping into the social media world, and remember you
can always start by tagging, commenting, and sharing the posts from JAG on
Facebook and Instagram.
Follow us on Facebook, Instagram and Linkedin.

LinkedIn

Unique Visitors

933%
New Followers

3,700%
Post Impressions

25,300%

Facebook

Social Media Stats Based on Last 30 Days

Page Views

158%
Post Reach

44%
Engagement

112%

OVERALL AUDIENCE GROWTH OF 9.93%
SHOUT OUT TO EVERYONE THAT JUMPED IN TO FOLLOW US ON LINKEDIN AFTER THE LAST GENERAL MEETING.
facebook.com/pegtv
linkedin.com/company/jersey-access-group
instagram.com/jersey_access_group
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Committees

Volunteerism

Rich Desimone, Managing Director
All Committees have elected vice chairs, with the exception of the Legislative Committee. The Membership committee has
begun calling all members to update JAG’s database and to discuss JAG’s member benefits. The Leadership Development
Committee has established its regular meeting schedule. The External Relations Committee is asking all members to become
pro-active in supporting JAG’s social media presences. (New additions marked in red)
Executive 2020 (as of 10.9.20)
Meeting second Wednesday 12:00PM

Production 2020(as of 11.20.20)
Meeting first Monday 11AM

External Relations 2020 (as of 10.9.20)
Meeting third Monday 11am

Bob Duthaler, President 2020
Dave Garb, Vice-President-2021
Linda Besink, Treasurer-2020

Lee Beckerman (Chair)
Anthony Pagliuco (Vice Chair)
TBA: (Secretary)

Geoffrey Belinfante (Chair)
Dustin Dumas (Vice Chair)
Geoffrey Belinfante (Secretary)

Dave Ambrosy, Secretary-2021
Anthony Pagliuco, Corresponding Sec.-2020

Dave Ambrosy: Producer
Nick Besink

Stephanie Gibbons: Membership

Stephanie Gibbons, Trustee 2020
Jeff Arban, Trustee 2021

Dave Garb
Robert Horvath

Darryl Love, Trustee 2021

Geoffrey Belinfante- Access NJ

Lee Beckerman, Trustee 2020
Geoffrey Belinfante, External Relations

Doug Seidel
Bob Duthaler

Rich Desimone: Managing Director
Action Plan/Policies & Procedures/Bylaws
Finance 2020 (as of 10.9.20)
Meeting second Tuesday 11AM
Linda Besink: (Chair)
Jeff Arban (Vice Chair)
Linda Besink: (Secretary)
Bob Duthaler: President
Dave Garb: Vice President
Lee Beckerman, Production Chair
Geoffrey Belinfante, External Relations Chair

Bob Duthaler: NJLOM Join Session, JAG Session,
Booth Staffing and rooms, Web Site
Doug Seidel-Social Media
Rich Desimone: Managing Director
JAG Newsletter Editor

Legislation 2020
Meeting first Tuesday 11AM
Dave Garb (Chair)

Conference 2021
Closed
OPEN (Chair)

TBA: (Vice Chair)
Linda Besink (Secretary)

OPEN: (Vice Chair
OPEN (Secretary)

Bob Duthaler: NJLM
Ada Erik: NJ Legislation

Linda Besink: Treasurer, Registration
OPEN- Registration Manager

Nick Besink
Dave Bandfield
Jeff Arban

OPEN- Workshops
OPEN- Affinity Lunch & topics
OPEN- Marketing

Leadership Development 2020
Meeting second Monday 11AM
Dave Garb (Chair):
Doug Seidel: (Vice Chair)

JAG Awards (as of 10.12.20)
Meeting first Monday 11am
George Fairfield (Chair)
Bob Nicholson (Vice Chair)

Linda Besink: Finance Rep (Secretary)
Darryl Love, Membership Rep
Anthony Pagliuco: Production Rep
Dustin Dumas: External Relations Rep
TBA: Legislative Rep
George Fairfield: JAG Awards Rep
OPEN: Conference Rep

Valerie Stevens: (Secretary)
Dave Garb
Lee Beckerman
Amanda Olsen
Ronni Garrett
Dave Bandfield

Membership 2020 (as of 10.9.20)
Meeting first Tuesday 1PM
Stephanie Gibbons (Chair)
Darryl Love (Vice Chairs)
Linda Besink: (Secretary) Data
Management
Bob Duthaler: List Serve
Dave Garb
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OPEN- P&D, Tec Support
OPEN- Photographer
OPEN- Student Symposium
OPEN- Power
OPEN- Social media
OPEN- Video Production
OPEN- AV Support
OPEN- Student Management
OPEN- Trade Show Set Up/AV Support
OPEN- Trade Show Set Up/AV Support
Rich Desimone: Managing Director
Conference Coordinator
Outside Contract: Web Site, Program, Fliers
Outside Contract: Audio Support
Outside Contract: Web Site, Program, Fliers
Outside Contract: Audio Support

Bits & Bytes
JAG Meeting Schedule
•Dec. 1, 11am ― Finance Committee Meeting via conference call
▪ Financial Reports
▪ Updating JAG’s Database
•Dec. 1, 1pm ― Membership Committee Meeting via virtual video service
▪ Delinquent Membership follow-up
▪ Member Outreach Survey
•Dec. 2, 12:10pm ― General Meeting via virtual video service
▪ Topic for Discussion: Is Your Station Ready for A Second Wave?
▪ Presentation by Paul Distefano, Northeast Regional Sales Manager, DeSisti
▪ Committee Reports Q&A
▪ Election of Trustees (5 open seats: Two three year & Three two year)
Nominees: Linda Besink/ Bob Duthaler/ George Fairfield/ Stephanie Gibbons/ Bob Nicholson/ Anthony
Pagliuco
•Dec. 4, 1pm ― JAG Awards Committee Meeting via conference call
▪ Plan 2021 awards
•Dec. 7, 11am ― Production Committee Meeting via conference call
▪ COVID Testimonials
▪ JAG Promo Development
•Dec. 8, 11am ― Legislative Committee Meeting via conference call
▪ Protecting Access Television Act: Support from federal legislators
•Dec. 9, 12pm ― Executive Board Meeting via virtual video service
▪ Action Plan Committee Reports
▪ Thank You to departing Board Members
▪ Annual Reports
•Dec. 14, 11am ― Leadership Development Meeting via virtual video service
▪ Marketing Plan
▪ Tool Box Development
▪ Membership Development
▪ Committee Assistance
•Dec. 14, 2pm ― Conference Evaluation Group via virtual video service
▪ Virtual Structure
▪ Vendor Involvement
▪ Workshop Topics
▪ Revenue Generation
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Brookdale TV: Dealing with COVID-19

Spotlight

Lauren Concar, Video Production Specialist, Brookdale TV
BTV Youtube Channel https://youtube.com/user/BrookdaleTV
We stream to Youtube and FB live.
Brookdale Television, a department of 3,
produced a hybrid graduation consisting of in
person speeches in the arena married
together with an outside ceremony that
consists of B roll of families celebrating, and students walking
across the stage to receive their diplomas.
https://youtu.be/KP0lWTz_Qfs
BTV continues to produce commercials, talk shows and, now
due to COVID-19, new learning modules for the academic
departments to use, especially for science lab courses and interior design. (These are unlisted for student use only.)
https://youtu.be/sSwvgo6GXr8
https://youtu.be/FuOPCwYFMLo
The “Sunshine Team” wanted a motivational message to our students from all faculty and staff/departments at
Brookdale, so everyone sent me zoom videos and I put it all together with music, etc. We have created Virtual
events for the Monmouth Museum, Rockit Live- outdoor concert, …and more are in the works. We live streamed
Brookdale Community College represent 100th Anniversary of women being able to Vote!
https://youtu.be/ecVHvT8kfTM
I produced Behind the Scenes with Laurence Fishburne, a national TV series that is a short documentary about
Brookdale, as well as a commercial for the series. We traveled to Trenton to conduct interviews as well as recorded
in person interviews on campus.
One of the first projects we did during the height of the pandemic was a virtual facilities tour and we just completed
various videos for the virtual open house. https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLg5R_RwLwjHMJya6GldYubW8rPXa1UEw
I have been conducting talk shows via Zoom, but we will soon be back in the studio.

Organizational Members
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COMMITTEES CORNER
Standing Committee Reports
EXTERNAL RELATIONS COMMITTEE: Geoffrey Belinfante (Chair), Dustin Dumas (Vice Chair)
Thanks to Doug Seidel from Piscataway, the External Relations Committee has been focusing on enhancing the
Social Media Marketing efforts for JAG. Certainly, in the 21st century, Social Media marketing is one of the most
efficient way to spread the word about the organization. The reach is undeniable and the price is right. Doug’s
efforts have already been successful. Our overall social media usage is up more than 10% with huge growth in
the activity around our Linked-In account. However, there are other forms of marketing that we perhaps should
also be considering. If we are trying to reach new municipal members, perhaps there should be an effort to use
the League of Municipalities monthly newsletter. If we are looking for Independent Producers, perhaps there are
regional production publications that would be appropriate. If you have any ideas on how to increase our
membership, how to make membership more appealing, or any ideas for topics for future webinars, please join
us. We on the External Relations Committee are always looking for new members. If you’re interested, please
let me know at geoffbel512@gmail.com.
FINANCE COMMITTEE: Linda Besink (Chairs), Jeff Arban (Vice Chair)
Membership dues invoices for 2021 are in process. Dues are crucial to the existence of JAG and, beyond covering
our annual operating costs, they also enable us to provide the membership benefits that we do. JAG consistently
reviews the benefits of membership and adds to that list to better serve our members. If you haven’t checked
the membership benefits lately, please do so at http://jagonline.org/member-benefits-2 .
There are probably at least one or two benefits that you were unaware of or didn’t even realize that they existed.
Also, if you don’t know your membership status, please email JAG Treasurer Linda Besink at lbesink@gmail.com
or call her at 201-650-0116. If you’d like to assist by serving on JAG’s Finance Committee, please also let the
Treasurer know. We welcome new members to this committee, and no accounting background is required –
only your basic understanding of math!
PRODUCTION COMMITTEE: Lee Beckerman (Chair), Anthony Pagliuco (Vice Chair
The committee has started to produce some COVID specific testimonials for the website. East Brunswick has
shot one via zoom with their Planning Director. Woodbridge TV is scheduled to shoot one with their Mayor next
week and Brookdale College has said they are interested in producing one as well. We spoke with Doug Seidel
from Piscataway and he is interested in using the testimonials for Social Media, so we will forward the videos to
him.
Lee wrote an article on the League of Municipalities Video project for the December newsletter. We will post
the League videos on the website to coincide with the article.
We are continuing to work towards producing a JAG PSA on Access Television during the pandemic.
The subcommittee on the “Why join JAG” video was unable to meet over the past month and we are trying to
come up with a date to begin the scriptwriting process.
Lee reached out to the independent producer JAG members with our survey on Access New Jersey. We only
received a couple of responses and it was uncertain whether they would be able to produce segments at this
time. At this point it seems as if not enough stations are available to resume and sustain the show. We are
putting this project on hold until the pandemic has stabilized, and we will revisit it at that time.
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COMMITTEES CORNER
AD HOC Committees Reports
Legislation Committee: Dave Garb (Chair), TBA (Vice Chair)
The recent election hasn’t changed New Jersey’s Congressional makeup. Everyone has won reelection. The one big change is
that we have a newly elected President. This means the make-up of the FCC will be changing, but not until January 20th. As of
this time, there is a hearing scheduled this week to confirm newly appointed Republican Nominee Nathan Simington for the
opened FCC Commissioner position.However, there are still many possibilities that we will need to consider as things begin to
change down in DC.
If the new Administration somehow gets a Democratic Senate, there is a strong probability that that situation could change in
favor of local communities (PEG) and the Protecting Community Television Act. But, if there is a Republican Senate, we will need
to see if there will be cooperation and cohesion or will there be a continuation of blocking and division? We will also have to
wait for the runoff election in Georgia to know for sure the makeup of the Senate, but we must wait and see if the the entire
body will act like adults and talk to each other for a change for the good of all of America.
Remember, the Legislative Committee constantly needs your eyes, ears, thoughts and contacts in order to keep PEG fresh in the
minds of all of our lawmakers. This past month, the Legislative Committee was informed at the last possible moment, that there
were to be public hearings regarding Verizon NJ’s statewide franchise renewal. Their renewal is up in mid December of this
year. The committee quickly acted to put together comments on the thoughts and concerns which JAG and the PEG community
has had with Verizon over this last franchise. We had 6 main points submitted as a written document to be officially added into
the BPU’s record.

Membership Committee: Stephanie Gibbons (Chair), Darryl Love (Vice Chair)
The membership committee will begin reaching out to members this month to update their current information and to explain
the benefits of being a JAG member. So expect to hear from a member of our committee soon.
If you enjoy being a member of JAG and want to help current & new members know more about the organization, please
consider joining the membership committee. Our next meeting is scheduled for Dec. 1. If you are interested please contact
Darryl Love at DFLove@aol.com or Stephanie Gibbons at Stgibbons@verizon.net.

Leadership Development Committee: Dave Garb (Chair), Doug Seidel (Vice Chair)
As mentioned in last month’s report, this new committee is composed of the Chairs or Vice Chairs from their respective
committees, as well as those individuals that are knowledgeable in areas needed to make this committee successful.
I would first like to announce that Doug Seidel has been voted in as Vice Chair. His knowledge in television production and
especially in social media, will be invaluable not only to the LDC, but all of JAG’s committees.
To fully understand the communication needs for the LDC, we have begun to discuss how we will be reaching our goal. We are
about to look back into our Policy and Procedures and other communication documents in order to update our marketing
materials. The LDC will be working closely with all the other committees in order to promote JAG’s mission, and help increase
our membership. As this committee progresses, we will be reaching out to all of our members to discuss the importance of
joining a committee, and putting your skills to use for JAG’s future, as well as that of Access Television.

JAG Awards Committee: George Fairfield (Chairs), Bob Nicholson (Vice Chair)
The JAG Awards Committee is up and running. The committee would like to thank Bob Nicholson for being elected as the Vice
Chair. The committee has been hard at work evaluating the current categories to make sure they align with the members’
content. Please remember, if you would like to be part of the 2021 JAG Awards Committee, please email George at
gfairfield@piscatawaynj.org to receive the meeting notice.

Conference Committee: Currently suspended operation
Discussions have begun as to how JAG might address having a virtual conference.
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